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Since the publication of its first edition in 1999, 'The Hydraulics of Open Channel Flow' has been praised by
professionals, academics, students and researchers alike as the most practical modern textbook on open channel flow
available. This new edition includes substantial new material on hydraulic modelling, in particular addressing unsteady
open channel flows. There are also many new exercises and projects, including a major new revision assignment. This
innovative textbook contains numerous examples and practical applications, and is fully illustrated with photographs. Dr
Chanson introduces the basic principles of open channel flow and takes readers through the key topics of sediment
transport, hydraulic modelling and the design of hydraulic structures. ·Comprehensive coverage of the basic principles of
key application areas of the hydraulics of open channel flow ·New exercises and examples added to aid understanding
·Ideal for use by students and lecturers in civil and environmental engineering
Modelling forms a vital part of all engineering design, yet many hydraulic engineers are not fully aware of the
assumptions they make. These assumptions can have important consequences when choosing the best model to inform
design decisions. Considering the advantages and limitations of both physical and mathematical methods, this book will
help you identify the most appropriate form of analysis for the hydraulic engineering application in question. All models
require the knowledge of their background, good data and careful interpretation and so this book also provides guidance
on the range of accuracy to be expected of the model simulations and how they should be related to the prototype.
Applications to models include: open channel systems closed conduit flows storm drainage systems estuaries coastal
and nearshore structures hydraulic structures. This an invaluable guide for students and professionals.
Designed to be a stand alone desktop reference for the Stormwater manager, designer, and planner, the bestselling
Municipal Stormwater Management has been expanded and updated. Here is what's new in the second edition: New
material on complying with the NPDES program for Phase II and in running a stormwater quality programThe latest
information on
This comprehensive book is an earnest endeavour to apprise the readers with a thorough understanding of all important
basic concepts and methods of fluid mechanics and hydraulic machines. The text is organised into sixteen chapters, out
of which the first twelve chapters are more inclined towards imparting the conceptual aspects of fluids mechanics, while
the remaining four chapters accentuate more on the details of hydraulic machines. The book is supplemented with
solutions manual for instructors containing detailed solutions of all chapter-end unsolved problems. Primarily intended as
a text for the undergraduate students of civil, mechanical, chemical and aeronautical engineering, this book will be of
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immense use to the postgraduate students of hydraulics engineering, water resources engineering, and fluids
engineering. Key features • The book describes all concepts in easy-to-grasp language with diagrammatic representation
and practical examples. • A variety of worked-out examples are included within the text, illustrating the wide applications
of fluid mechanics. • Every chapter comprises summary that presents the main idea and relevant details of the topics
discussed. • Almost all chapters incorporate objective type questions of previous years’ GATE examinations, along with
their answers and in-depth explanations. • Previous years’ IES conventional questions are provided at the end of most
of the chapters. • A set of theoretical questions and numerous unsolved numerical problems are provided at the chapterend to help the students from practice pointof-view. • Every chapter consists of a section Suggested Reading comprising
a list of publications that the students may refer for more detailed information.
This classic text, now in its sixth edition, combines a thorough coverage of the basic principles of civil engineering
hydraulics with a wide-ranging treatment of practical, real-world applications. It now includes a powerful online resource
with worked solutions for chapter problems and solution spreadsheets for more complex problems that may be used as
templates for similar issues. Hydraulics in Civil and Environmental Engineering is structured into two parts to deal with
principles and more advanced topics. The first part focuses on fundamentals, such as hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, pipe
and open channel flow, wave theory, physical modelling, hydrology and sediment transport. The second part illustrates
engineering applications of these principles to pipeline system design, hydraulic structures, river and coastal engineering,
including up-to-date environmental implications, as well as a chapter on computational modelling, illustrating the
application of computational simulation techniques to modern design, in a variety of contexts. New material and
additional problems for solution have been added to the chapters on hydrostatics, pipe flow and dimensional analysis.
The hydrology chapter has been revised to reflect updated UK flood estimation methods, data and software. The
recommendations regarding the assessment of uncertainty, climate change predictions, impacts and adaptation
measures have been updated, as has the guidance on the application of computational simulation techniques to river
flood modelling. Andrew Chadwick is an honorary professor of coastal engineering and the former associate director of
the Marine Institute at the University of Plymouth, UK. John Morfett was the head of hydraulics research and taught at the
University of Brighton, UK. Martin Borthwick is a consultant hydrologist, formerly a flood hydrology advisor at the UK’s
Environment Agency, and previously an associate professor at the University of Plymouth, UK.
This new edition again includes the extended range of pipe size that covers European standards as well as those for the
newer materials now widely adopted in the UK. The book's main objective is to aid Colebrook-White assessments of
resistance in such pipes and in a great variety of free-surface circumstances including large rivers.
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A practical introduction on today's challenge of controlling and managing the water resources used by and affected by
cities and urbanized communities. The book offers an integrated engineering approach, covering the spectrum of urban
watershed management, urban hydraulic systems, and overall stormwater management. Each chapter concludes with
helpful problems. Solutions Manual available to qualified professors and instructors upon request. Introduces the reader
to two popular, non-proprietary computer-modeling pro-grams: HEC-HMS (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) and SWMM
(U.S EPA).
Dams and Appurtenant Hydraulic Structures, now in its second edition, provides a comprehensive and complete
overview of all kinds of dams and appurtenant hydraulic structures throughout the world.The reader is guided through
different aspects of dams and appurtenant hydraulic structures in 35 chapters, which are subdivided in five themes:I.
Dams an
Developing an improved understanding of emerging flood risk management and urban water management was the goal
set for research presented at the 6th International Conference on Flood and Urban Water Management, held in A
Coruña, Spain. The published papers look to solve various challenges in this field by drawing on the expertise of
numerous disciplines and considering a range of responses. Flooding is a global phenomenon that claims numerous
lives worldwide each year. When flooding occurs in urban areas, it can cause substantial damage to property as well as
threaten human life. In addition, many more people must endure the homelessness, upset and disruption that are left in
the wake of floods. The increased frequency of flooding in the last few years, coupled with climate change predictions
and urban development, suggest that these impacts are set to worsen in the future. How we respond and importantly,
adapt to these challenges is key to developing our long-term resilience at the property, community and city scale. Apart
from the physical damage to buildings, contents and loss of life, which are the most obvious, impacts of floods upon
households, other more indirect losses are often overlooked. These indirect and intangible impacts are generally
associated with disruption to normal life as well as long-term health issues including community displacements and stressrelated illnesses. Flooding represents a major barrier to the alleviation of poverty in many parts of the developing world,
where vulnerable communities are often exposed to sudden and life-threatening events. As our cities continue to expand,
their urban infrastructures need to be re-evaluated and adapted to new requirements related to the increase in population
and the growing areas under urbanization. The papers contained in this book consider these problems and deals with
two main urban water topics: water supply systems and urban drainage.
This book has been purposefully suited for students of civil engineering and computational hydraulics at the graduate and
undergraduate levels as well as professionals in the field of basic fluid mechanics and hydraulic engineering, i.e. for the
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civil engineers and builders. However, this book can also be chosen by all those who would like to independently pursue
the area of computational hydraulics.The topics have been presented clearly and completely, enough to develop an indepth understanding. To enhance the learning and grasping process liberal use of photos, computer programs, line
drawings and examples have been made. While the basic fluid mechanics topics have been retained to provide continuity
in the development of certain areas, such as open channel flow and flow in closed conduits, the reader will be able to use
it in modern engineering practice with emphasis on fundamental principles and presentation of updated analytical
procedures for solving problems.This book is based on notes successfully used over several years in the study course of
hydraulic engineering at Washington State University. The material has been tested with feedback from experienced
professionals of this field.
Completely updated and with three new chapters, this analysis of river dynamics is invaluable for advanced students,
researchers and practitioners.
The book includes a section on cavitation in hydraulic structures and a concise introduction to the physics of cavitation
and application to hydraulic structures. It applies the laws of similitude to the use of physical models to improve hydraulic
design and computer programs for the numerical solution of unsteady flow in closed and open channels.
For more than 25 years, the multiple editions of Hydrology & Hydraulic Systems have set the standard for a
comprehensive, authoritative treatment of the quantitative elements of water resources development. The latest edition
extends this tradition of excellence in a thoroughly revised volume that reflects the current state of practice in the field of
hydrology. Widely praised for its direct and concise presentation, practical orientation, and wealth of example problems,
Hydrology & Hydraulic Systems presents fundamental theories and concepts balanced with excellent coverage of
engineering applications and design. The Fourth Edition features a major revision of the chapter on distribution systems,
as well as a new chapter on the application of remote sensing and computer modeling to hydrology. Outstanding features
of the Fourth Edition include . . . • More than 350 illustrations and 200 tables • More than 225 fully solved examples, both
in FPS and SI units • Fully worked-out examples of design projects with realistic data • More than 500 end-of-chapter
problems for assignment • Discussion of statistical procedures for groundwater monitoring in accordance with the EPA’s
Unified Guidance • Detailed treatment of hydrologic field investigations and analytical procedures for data assessment,
including the USGS acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) approach • Thorough coverage of theory and design of
loose-boundary channels, including the latest concept of combining the regime theory and the power function laws
Life-Cycle of Structural Systems: Design, Assessment, Maintenance and Management contains the papers presented at
IALCCE2014, the fourth International Symposium on Life-Cycle Civil Engineering (IALCCE2014), held in Tokyo, Japan,
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November 16-19, 2014. It consists of a book of extended abstracts (466 pp) and a DVD (2332 pp) with 312 full papers
inclu
Practical Channel Hydraulics is a technical guide for estimating flood water levels in rivers using the innovative software
known as the Conveyance and Afflux Estimation System (CES-AES). The stand alone software is freely available at HR
Wallingford’s website www.river-conveyance.net. The conveyance engine has also been embedded within industry
standard river modelling software such as InfoWorks RS and Flood Modeller Pro. This 2nd Edition has been greatly
expanded through the addition of Chapters 6-8, which now supply the background to the Shiono and Knight Method
(SKM), upon which the CES-AES is largely based. With the need to estimate river levels more accurately, computational
methods are now frequently embedded in flood risk management procedures, as for example in ISO 18320
(‘Determination of the stage-discharge relationship’), in which both the SKM and CES feature. The CES-AES
incorporates five main components: A Roughness Adviser, A Conveyance Generator, an Uncertainty Estimator, a
Backwater Module and an Afflux Estimator. The SKM provides an alternative approach, solving the governing equation
analytically or numerically using Excel, or with the short FORTRAN program provided. Special attention is paid to
calculating the distributions of boundary shear stress distributions in channels of different shape, and to appropriate
formulations for resistance and drag forces, including those on trees in floodplains. Worked examples are given for flows
in a wide range of channel types (size, shape, cover, sinuosity), ranging from small scale laboratory flumes (Q = 2.0 1s-1)
to European rivers (~2,000 m3s-1), and large-scale world rivers (> 23,000 m3s-1), a ~ 107 range in discharge. Sites from
rivers in the UK, France, China, New Zealand and Ecuador are considered. Topics are introduced initially at a simplified
level, and get progressively more complex in later chapters. This book is intended for post graduate level students and
practising engineers or hydrologists engaged in flood risk management, as well as those who may simply just wish to
learn more about modelling flows in rivers.
Fundamentals of Hydraulic Engineering Systems, Fourth Edition is a very useful reference for practicing engineers who
want to review basic principles and their applications in hydraulic engineering systems. This fundamental treatment of
engineering hydraulics balances theory with practical design solutions to common engineering problems. The author
examines the most common topics in hydraulics, including hydrostatics, pipe flow, pipelines, pipe networks, pumps, open
channel flow, hydraulic structures, water measurement devices, and hydraulic similitude and model studies. Chapters
dedicated to groundwater, deterministic hydrology, and statistical hydrology make this text ideal for courses designed to
cover hydraulics and hydrology in one semester.
This thorough update of a well-established textbook covers a core subject taught on every civil engineering course. Now
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expanded to cover environmental hydraulics and engineering hydrology, it has been revised to reflect current practice
and course requirements. As previous editions, it includes substantial worked example sections with an on-line solution
manual. A strength of the book has always been in its presentation these exercises which has distinguished it from other
books on hydraulics, by enabling students to test their understanding of the theory and of the methods of analysis and
design. Civil Engineering Hydraulics provides a succinct introduction to the theory of civil engineering hydraulics, together
with a large number of worked examples and exercise problems with answers. Each chapter includes a worked example
section with solutions; a list of recommended reading; and exercise problems with answers to enable students to assess
their understanding. The book will be invaluable throughout a student's entire course – but particularly for first and
second year study, and will also be welcomed by practising engineers as a concise reference.
Four detailed review chapters by different authors cover low-head hydropower utilization, intake design for ice conditions,
the interface between estuaries and seas, and polders.
Find out more about Hydraulics in Civil and Environmental Engineering Fifth Edition on CRC Press at
http://www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9780415672450
Open Channel Flow, 2nd edition is written for senior-level undergraduate and graduate courses on steady and unsteady open-channel flow.
The book is comprised of two parts: Part I covers steady flow and Part II describes unsteady flow. The second edition features considerable
emphasis on the presentation of modern methods for computer analyses; full coverage of unsteady flow; inclusion of typical computer
programs; new problem sets and a complete solution manual for instructors.
The Handbook of Environmental Engineering series is an incredible collection of methodologies that study the effects of pollution and waste
in their three basic forms: gas, solid, and liquid. This exciting new addition to the series, Volume 15: Modern Water Resources Engineering ,
has been designed to serve as a water resources engineering reference book as well as a supplemental textbook. We hope and expect it will
prove of equal high value to advanced undergraduate and graduate students, to designers of water resources systems, and to scientists and
researchers. A critical volume in the Handbook of Environmental Engineering series, chapters employ methods of practical design and
calculation illustrated by numerical examples, include pertinent cost data whenever possible, and explore in great detail the fundamental
principles of the field. Volume 15: Modern Water Resources Engineering, provides information on some of the most innovative and groundbreaking advances in the field today from a panel of esteemed experts.
Hydraulic engineering of dams and their appurtenant structures counts among the essential tasks to successfully design safe water-retaining
reservoirs for hydroelectric power generation, flood retention, and irrigation and water supply demands. In view of climate change, especially
dams and reservoirs, among other water infrastructure, will and have to play an even more important role than in the past as part of
necessary mitigation and adaptation measures to satisfy vital needs in water supply, renewable energy and food worldwide as expressed in
the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations. This book deals with the major hydraulic aspects of dam engineering considering
recent developments in research and construction, namely overflow, conveyance and dissipations structures of spillways, river diversion
facilities during construction, bottom and low-level outlets as well as intake structures. Furthermore, the book covers reservoir sedimentation,
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impulse waves and dambreak waves, which are relevant topics in view of sustainable and safe operation of reservoirs. The book is richly
illustrated with photographs, highlighting the various appurtenant structures of dams addressed in the book chapters, as well as figures and
diagrams showing important relations among the governing parameters of a certain phenomenon. An extensive literature review along with
an updated bibliography complete this book.
Historically, much harm has been done by well-meaning coastal engineering attempts, which seemed like good ideas on paper but which
failed to allow for practical issues. For this reason, it is vital that theories and models are well grounded in practice. This second edition brings
the models and examples of practice up to date. It has expanded coverage of tsunamis and generating energy from waves to focus both on
the great dangers and the great opportunities that the ocean presents to the coastal zone. With an emphasis on practice and detailed
modelling, this is a thorough introduction to all aspects of coastal processes, morphology, and design of coastal defences. It describes
numerous case studies to illustrate the successful application of mathematical modelling to real-world practice. A must-have book for
engineering students looking to specialize in coastal engineering and management.
In past decades, urban water management practices focused on optimizing the design and operation of water distribution networks,
wastewater collection systems, and water and wastewater treatment plants. However, municipalities are now faced with aging urban water
infrastructures whose operation must be improved and expanded to maintain current high
Bedrock river channels are important elements in the development of regional landscapes, sites of primary erosion that frequently generate
spectacular features. Leading experts here provide the first integrated view of the characteristics and operation of this important, previously
neglected, class of channels. Examples from several continents cover a wide range of spatial scales, from large river basins down to reach
scales and individual sites. This state-of-the-art survey of bedrock river channels will interest hydrologists, geomorphologists, and civil and
environmental engineers, as well as anyone concerned with high-gradient fluvial channels with part of the boundary in rock.
The third edition of this best-selling textbook combines thorough coverage of fundamental theory with a wide ranging treatment of
contemporary applications. The chapters on sediment transport, river engineering, wave theory and coastal engineering have been
extensively updated, and there is a new chapter on computational modelling. The authors illustrate applications of computer and physical
simulation techniques in modern design. The book is an invaluable resource for students and practitioners of civil, environmental, and public
health engineering and associated disciplines. It is comprehensive, fully illustrated and contains many worked examples, taking a holistic view
of the water cycles, many aspects of which are critical for future sustainable development.
Fundamentals of Hydraulic Engineering SystemsPrentice Hall
This clear and compact solutions manual provides lecturers adopting Hydraulics in Civil and Environmental Engineering with an invaluable
support. It complements the new edition of this classical hydraulics textbook and is designed for use on civil engineering and public health
engineering courses worldwide.
The aim of the book is to give an up-to-date review on dam-break problems, along with the main theoretical background and the practical
aspects involved in dam failures, design of flood defense structures, prevention measures and the environmental social, economic and
forensic aspects related to the topic. Moreover, an exhaustive range of laboratory tests and modeling techniques is explored to deal
effectively with shock waves and other disasters caused by dam failures. Disaster management refers to programs and strategies designed
to prevent, mitigate, prepare for, respond to and recover from the effects of these phenomena.To manage and minimize these risks, it is
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necessary to identify hazards and vulnerability by means of a deep knowledge of the causes which drive to dam failures, and to understand
the flow propagation process.Knowledge and advanced scientific tools play a role of paramount importance of coping with flooding and other
dam-break problems along with capacity building in the context of political and administrative frameworks. All these aspects are featured in
the book, which is a comprehensive treaty that covers the most theoretical and advanced aspects of structural and hydraulic engineering,
together with the hazard assessment and mitigation measures and the social economic and forensic aspects related to subject.
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